
FASHION FOR
THE FUTURE
FASHION TECH
WORKSHOPS

Students will learn about
sustainability, up-cycling
and smart clothing through
an interactive workshop in
which they will design and
create their own tech
infused fashion garment.

STARTUP APPRENTICE
PROUDLY PRESENTS...



The impact of current fashion trends, sustainability and the
practical ways to reduce fashion waste
The hardware and software tools required to create wearable-
technology
Traditional sewing, embroidery and thread work techniques
Basic electronics and how to create a sewable circuit.

Their own custom circuit design for up to six LED lights on a
garment
A runway ready, unique piece of wearable fashion.

The 'STEM with Style' Fashion Tech Workshop is a fun and
interactive way for young people to tap into their creativity, while
learning about basic electronics, programming and mathematical
skills and not to mention a mental wellbeing break.

What Students Will Learn

What Students Will Create 

SUSTAINABLE FASHION TECH:
LEARN & CREATE

www.stemwithstyle.com.au



DELIVERING STEM SKILLS
THROUGH FASHION TECH

By combining traditional crafts with new technology we remove the
divide between creativity and engineering.   Despite the fact that
most traditional crafts enjoyed by many women and girls like
embroidery, jewellery making, knitting, sewing and crochet require
very similar skills to those required by engineers, there is still a
perception that hardware, software and product engineering is
masculine.

Through the Fashion tech Workshop Series we are able to draw
parallels between the fashion industry and engineering with the
shared need to design and follow accurate patterns, analyse and
test materials for their appropriate use and the economic
considerations associated with the garments that are produced.

www.stemwithstyle.com.au



“A circular economy is one that exchanges
the typical cycle of make, use, dispose in

favour of as much re-use and recycling as
possible. The longer materials and resources
are in use, the more value is extracted from

them. By regionalising our food systems and
re-localising our supply chain, we're

creating a Circular Economy.”  
 

- THE CONVERSATION

www.stemwithstyle.com.au
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WANT TO BOOK A
WORKSHOP? GET IN TOUCH.

style@stemwithstyle.com.au
www.stemwithstyle.com.au

http://www.stemwithstyle.com.au/

